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We shall prove a generalization of a classic inequality of Erdiis and T&n on 
&,-sequences of integers to B,-sequences of vectors with integer components. 
We improve a recent result by the author when the dimension tends to infinity. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We shall say that a sequence of vectors vi , u2 ,..., u, is a B,-sequence if 
all sums vi + vi , 1 < i < j < n, are different. The notion of B,-sequence 
was introduced by Sidon for integers in [6]. For related results see the 
book by Halberstam and Roth [2, Chap. II, 31. 
If the dimension of all vectors is d and components are taken from the 
set ofintegers(0, l,..., N - l}. then let F&V, d) be the maximum number of 
vectors in a B,-sequence. We shall prove the following estimate: 
THEOREM 1. F&V, d) < Ndj2 + O(Ndsl(2d+2)), as N + 00. 
For d = 1 this is an inequality of Erdos and Tursin in [l]. For another 
proof of the inequality of Erdos and Turan, see [3] (also [5]). We shall 
also prove the following result 
THEOREM 2. lim,-,, sup &(2, #id < 23/6. 
This result improves Theorem 3 in [4]. 
2. PROOFS OF THE THEOREMS 
The lemma below will be useful. We prove it for arbitrary groups 
since this is no complication, but the group we have in mind is the abelian 
group of all vectors of dimension d with integer components. 
If A and B are subsets of a group G, let AB be the set of all products ab, 
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where a E A and b E B. The neutral element in G is denoted by e. The 
cardinality of a set X is written 1 X I. 
LEMMA. Let A and B be two nonvoid,Bnite subsets of a group G. For all 
g # e and x, y E A we assume that the equation x-‘y = g has at most one 
solution (x, y). Then we get 
I A I2 I B I2 < I AB I (I A I I B I + I B I”). 
Proof. Let c1 , c2 ,..., c, be an enumeration of the elements in AB. 
Let pi be the number of pairs (a, b), a E A and b E B, such that ab = ci . 
It follows that 
IAl IBI =~1+***+~rn, (2.1) 
and then, by Cauchy’s inequality, that 
I A I2 I B I2 d m(p12 + **. + Pi’)- (2.2) 
We observe that p12 + *a* + pm2 equals the number of solutions to the 
equation 
x1x2 = x3x4 3 (2.3) 
when x1 , xg E A and x2 , x4 E B. The number of solutions to (2.3) for which 
x, = x4 is 1 A 1 1 B I. Since xglx, = x,x;’ has at most one solution 
(x1, XJ with x, , x3 E A for fixed x2, x4 E B, x2 # x4, it follows that 
the number of solutions to (2.3) for which x2 # x4 is at most I B I2 - I B 1. 
The number of solutions to (2.3) is therefore less than 1 A I I B 1 + I B 12, 
and the lemma follows by (2.2). 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let A denote a B,-sequence of vectors of dimen- 
sion d with all components from (0, I,..., N - l}. Let B denote the set of 
all d-dimensional vectors with components from (0, l,..., M - l}, where 
M < N. It follows by the lemma that 
I A 12M2d < (N + M)d (1 A / Md + M2d). (2.4) 
Since (N + AQd < Nd + 2dN”-1M for M < N, and by the estimate 
/ A I < CaNal for some constant C, we obtain from (2.4) 
/ A I2 < Nd(l + 2dMN-1 + (2C)dNd/2M-“). (2.5) 
We choose A4 = [N(a+2)12a+2)] + 1; then the last two terms in parentheses 
are both bounded by O(N-dl(2d+2)), and the theorem follows easily 
from (2.5). 
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Proof of Theorem 2. Let u1 ,..., u, be a &-sequence of d-dimensional 
vectors with all components 0 or 1. We split each u( in two vectors ui and wi 
of dimensions e and f, respectively, where e + f = d. We shall write 
ui = (Vi , Wi). 
Let ul,..., 2rr (r = 2”) be an enumeration of all e-dimensional vectors 
with all components 0 or 1, and let wl,..., ws (s = 3f) be an enumeration 
of all vectors of dimension f with components from the set { -- 1, 0, l}. 
For i in 1 < i < r, let si denote the set of all f-dimensional wj such that 
(uf, wj) belongs to the B,-sequence u1 ,..., u, . Si can be void. Let the 
cardinality of Si be si . Then we have 
n = s1 + *** + s, . (2.6) 
For each i in 1 < i < r we consider then the differences wi - wk, 
when (vi, wi) and (vi, wk) are vectors in the B,-sequence u1 ,..., u, . The 
zero vector of dimension f, 0 occurs II times as a difference, but any other 
vector wi occurs at most once. We shall assume that w1 = 0. If xi is the 
number of times that wi occurs as a difference, then 
x1 = n, xi < 1 for i = 2,..., s. (2.7) 
By (2.6) and Cauchy’s inequality we find that 
i Xi = $ Sj2 3 n2/r = n22+. (2.8) 
i=l j=l 
Let Wj be the subset of WI,..., w8 which consists of all vectors with their 
j-th component equal to 0; then 
c xi z -k i xt 3 j = l,...J 
iSWj i=l 
(2.9) 
For if we take all differences between terms in a finite sequence of O’s 
and l’s, then at least half of all differences are 0 (the differences x - x 
are permitted). This observation is important in order to get an improve- 
ment of [4]. 
If we define hij = 1 when the j-th component of wi is 0 and hii = - 1, 
in the other case, then we can rewrite (2.9) as 
Put 
k hijxt 3 0, j = I,...,$ (2.10) 
i-l 
for i = l,..., s. (2.11) 
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It follows then from (2. IO), (2.11) and since xi 3 0 that 
By (2.7) and (2.12) we get 
i xi < nyl + i Yi . 
i=l i=2 
If wi has kl components equal to 0, we get 
;:hii=2ki--f, i = l,..., S, 
3-l 
and we find by (2.11) that 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
i yi < C (3 2f-Yl + 2k -f) < C2@/2)f, (2.14) 
i-1 k>(f-u/2 
for some constant C. By (2.8), (2.13) and (2.14) we obtain 
n2 < n(f + 1) 2” + C2(s/2)r+c. (2.15) 
Letd=5m+k,O<k<5,andchoosee=3m,f=2m-t-k.Itthen 
follows easily from (2.15) that, with some positive constant C, , 
n < Clm231n, 
and the theorem follows readily. 
3. SOME UNSOLVED PROBLEMS 
As a generalization of an old conjecture by P. Erdos we suggest the 
problem: 
Prove that F,(N, d) = Nd12 + O(l), as N-+oo. 
Our second problem is: 
Prove that F2(2, d)lJd - 21J2 when d+ co. 
Our third problem: Find nontrivial estimates for sequences for which 
the sums ai + vj , 1 < i < j < n, are different. 
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